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Mr. J. Pryse Howell, on behalf of the Agricultural Economics Research Institute, University of Oxford, has prepared a most useful atlas, which will be of interest not only to those directly concerned with English agriculture, but to American agronomists as well. There are 22 maps showing the areas and distribution of permanent grass; arable land; wheat; barley; oats; beans; peas; potatoes; turnips and swedes; mangolds; vetches or tares; hops; lucerne; clover, sainfoin and grasses under rotation; bare fallow; also certain classes of livestock. These maps are heliozineographed on transparent paper. The volume also contains excellent geological, rainfall, relief and town maps. These are loose and any desired one can be placed under the distribution map for any particular subject or crop, thus giving an immediate and clear visualization of the relation, say, between the distribution of wheat and rainfall, or of a crop industry in any particular region or market center.

One is reminded, in using this atlas, of the very similar and equally useful work on the graphics of American and world agriculture by Mr. O. E. Baker and his associates in the U. S. Department of Agriculture at Washington.